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BY: Committee on Ways and Means

AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 10

(First Reading File Bill)

AMENDMENT NO. 1

On page 1, in the sponsor line, strike “and Wood” and substitute “Wood, W. Baker, Benson,

Bartlett, Bozman, Brown, Cadden, Carlson, C. Davis, Conroy, Cryor, Donoghue, Finifter, Franchot,

Frush, Fulton, Giannetti, Healey, Hecht, Heller, Hubers, James, A. Jones, V. Jones, Kirk,

Klausmeier, Krysiak, Love, Marriott, McKee, Moe, Patterson, Petzold, Pitkin, Rzepkowski, Rosso,

Rudolph, Shriver, Slade, Sophocleus, and Turner”; in line 7, strike “and”; and in line 9, after

“adopted” insert “, and to ensure that local property tax policies do not affect the equitable allocation

of education funding for students in public schools statewide”.

AMENDMENT NO. 2

On page 1, in line 24, strike “and”; and in line 26, after “formula” insert “; and

(6) ensuring that local property tax policies do not affect the equitable allocation of

funding for students in public schools statewide”.

On page 2, in line 1, strike “23” and substitute “25”; after line 2, insert:

“(2) the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House; “; 

 

in line 13, strike “the President” and substitute “a member”; in line 18, strike “president” and

substitute “member”; after line 19, insert:

“(14) a chief financial officer of a local school system appointed by the Governor;”;

in lines 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 26, strike “(2)”, “(3)”, “(4)”, “(5)”,

“(6)”, “(7)”, “(8)”, “(9)”, “(10)”, “(11)”, “(12)”, “(13)”, “(14)”, “(15)”, “(16)”, and “(17)”,

respectively, and substitute “(3)”, “(4)”, “(5)”, “(6)”, “(7)”, “(8)”, “(9)”, “(10)”,”(11)”, “(12)”,
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“(13)”, “(15)”, “(16)”, “(17)”, “(18)”, and “(19)”, respectively; in line 20, strike “a representative”

and substitute “two representatives”; in the same line, after “Counties” insert “, one representing an

urban county and one representing a rural county, “; in line 23, after “State” insert “appointed by the

Governor”; in lines 24 and 26, in each instance, strike “two” and substitute “a”; in lines 24 and 26,

in each instance, strike “officers” and substitute “officer”; and in lines 24 and 26, in each instance,

strike “companies” and substitute “a company”.




